
DALIKOO

Dalikoo understands the complexities of migrating to a new email platform like Microsoft Exchange.
We offer a seamless, secure, and efficient migration process designed to minimize disruption to
your business. Here's what an ideal migration with Dalikoo would look like:

PRE-MIGRATION PLANNING:
Discovery & Assessment: Dalikoo will meticulously assess your current email infrastructure,
including user base, data volumes, and existing applications. This ensures a customized
migration plan that addresses your specific needs.
Solution Design & Architecture: Our experts will design a robust Exchange environment that
aligns with your business goals and security requirements. We will also factor in scalability to
accommodate future growth.
Data Consolidation & Migration Strategy: Dalikoo will develop a comprehensive data migration
strategy to ensure the secure and complete transfer of your emails, contacts, calendars, and
other essential data to the new Exchange platform.

YOUR IDEAL MICROSOFT EXCHANGE
MIGRATION PARTNER

MIGRATION EXECUTION:
Phased Migration Approach: Dalikoo will employ a phased migration approach to minimize
downtime and disruption. We'll migrate users in batches, ensuring a smooth transition for
everyone.
Cutover & User Adoption: Our team will handle the mailbox cutover to Exchange with minimal
interruption. We'll provide extensive training and support to your users to ensure they're
comfortable with the new platform.



CONTACT US

POST-MIGRATION SUPPORT:

Validation & Testing: Dalikoo will perform thorough testing to verify the complete data
migration and functionality of the new Microsoft Exchange environment.
Ongoing Support: We offer ongoing support plans to ensure the smooth operation of your
Exchange platform. Our team will be readily available to address any issues that may arise.

WHY CHOOSE DALIKOO?

Proven Expertise: Dalikoo has a proven track record of successful Microsoft Exchange
migrations for companies of all sizes. Our team possesses in-depth knowledge and experience
with Exchange and migration best practices.
Security-Centric Approach: Security is paramount at Dalikoo. We employ industry-leading
practices to safeguard your data throughout the migration process.
Minimized Downtime: Our phased migration approach ensures minimal disruption to your daily
operations.
Unparalleled Support: Dalikoo provides exceptional pre, during, and post-migration support to
guarantee a smooth transition and address any concerns you may have.

Dalikoo is your one-stop shop for a successful migration to Microsoft Exchange. Let our experts
guide you through every step of the process, ensuring a smooth transition that maximizes the
benefits of your new email platform. Contact Dalikoo today to discuss your migration needs!

www.dalikoo.com+1 416-846-8140


